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Abstract—We present a novel statistical framework for
detecting pre-determined shape classes in 2D cluttered point
clouds, which are in turn extracted from images. In this modelbased approach, we use a 1D Poisson process for sampling
points on shapes, a 2D Poisson process for points from
background clutter, and an additive Gaussian model for noise.
Combining these with a past stochastic model on shapes of
continuous 2D contours, and optimization over unknown pose
and scale, we develop a generalized likelihood ratio test for
shape detection. We demonstrate the efficiency of this method
and its robustness to clutter using both simulated and real
data.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The central problem in the area of image analysis and
computer vision is to characterize objects present in the
given images. A vast majority of image understanding
problems - indexing, classification, detection, recognition,
and understanding - rely on analysis, statistical or otherwise,
of certain features of objects present in images. An important
feature of many objects is their shape. One way to use
shape analysis is to estimate the boundaries of the objects (in
images) and to analyze the shapes of those boundaries. For
2D images, the object boundaries usually are simple closed
curves and there is now a large literature on shape analysis
of continuous, closed, planar curves. While such continuous
formulations are important, the practical situations mostly
involve heavily under-sampled, noisy, and cluttered discrete
data, often because the process of estimating boundaries uses
low-level techniques that extract a set of primitives (points,
edges, arcs, etc.) in the image plane [1]. Figure 1 shows
some examples of generating point clouds from images.
Therefore, an important problem in object recognition is
to relate a given cluttered cloud to the pre-determined
(continuous) shape classes and to classify this cloud using
a fully statistical framework.
While the problem of fitting 3D shapes (surfaces) to
point clouds in R3 has been studied frequently, see for e.g.
[2], the literature is very limited for the 2D version. The
biggest challenge in such problems is to select and organize
a large subset of the given primitives into configurations that
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Figure 1.
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Examples of pre-processing an image into a 2D point cloud.

resemble the shapes of interest. The number of permutations
for organizing primitives into shapes is huge and to evaluate
all these shape permutations is impossible. One needs a
principled framework: (i) to decide which points are from a
shape and which are background clutter, (ii) to order the
selected primitives into polygons resembling shapes, and
(iii) to associate the resulting (under-sampled) polygons with
given shape classes. Note that depending upon where the
primitives are placed on the curve, the resulting polygons
can have very different shapes. To reach a statistical framework for this classification, one has to develop models for
the variabilities associated with shapes, the generation of
primitives (i.e. sampling of contours into primitives), and
the observation noise and clutter. In this paper we restrict to
point primitives only.
A recent paper [3] developed a Bayesian approach by
estimating the posterior probability of a shape class in a
point cloud using the Monte Carlo estimation. In this topdown approach, the authors estimate the probability that
a given shape is present in a cloud by integrating over
unknown variables such as pose, scale, and point labels
(clutter or not clutter). Even the shape variability within a
shape class is accounted for using stochastic shape models.
In the current paper we take a similar top-down approach
except for the choices of data models and the techniques for
inference are different. We will setup the detection problem
as a generalized likelihood ratio test rather than a Bayesian
inference, and will utilize fully Poisson models for points
coming from shapes and clutter. This framework is more
efficient as it does not involve Monte Carlo estimation,
but uses maximum-likelihood estimation instead. In Section
2 we describe the chosen models for 2D point clouds
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generated by sampling shapes in cluttered environments and
in Section 3 we demonstrate some detection results.
II. M ODEL -BASED S HAPE D ETECTION
We take a model-based approach where we evaluate the
likelihood of a point cloud observation to be associated
with a shape class, and compare that likelihood with the
likelihood of having pure clutter. This estimated likelihood
helps solve both the detection and the classification problems
in a principled manner.
Assume that we are given a cloud y = {yi ∈ R2 | i =
1, 2, . . . , m} in a square domain D = [0, 1]2 and we want
to develop a statistical framework for deciding if there is
a pre-determined shape class contained in this set. We will
treat this problem as that of binary hypothesis testing – the
null hypothesis is that y is simply clutter, and the alternate
hypothesis is that y is generated from a curve from that
shape class:
H0

:

Shape is absent, Likelihood P (y|C)

H1

:

Shape is present, Likelihood P (y|S)

Here, S denotes a shape class and C denotes the clutter.
Now we describe the probability models associated with the
observed points. The points present in a given point cloud
can be one of two types: (i) points belonging to the shapes
and (ii) the points associated with the background clutter.
We will propose an observation model for each of them
separately.

The full point cloud y can now be modeled as a
Poisson
process with the intensity function: ξ(y) =
R1
f
(y|β(t))γ(t)
dt + λ(y), where f ≡ N (0, σ 2 I). The
0
probability density function ofQy, given β, γ, λ, and m,
m
is given by Pm (y|β, γ, λ) = ( i=1 ξ(yi ))e−λ−γ . The null
hypothesis is that all the points belong to the Poisson
clutter. In that case,
Qm the likelihood functions is given by:
Qm (y|λ) = e−λ i=1 λ(yi ). The likelihoods for both the
cases, with and without shape, involve certain parameters
that are generally not known beforehand. Thus, taking a
simple likelihood ratio is not possible and we resort to
the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT). This uses the
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters, under the
respective hypotheses, and uses them for evaluating the
likelihood ratio:
Qm
maxλ (e−λ i=1 λ)
Qm (y|C)
Qm
.
=
Pm (y|S)
maxλ,γ,σ (e−γ−λ ( i=1 (λ + γαi (σ)))
e−m mm
Qm
=
.
maxλ,γ,σ (e−γ−λ ( i=1 (λ + γαi (σ)))
where αi (σ) is a scalar quantity given by
R 1 − 1 kyi −β(t)k2
1
2σ 2
dt. Notice that αi (σ) is high
2πσ 2 0 e
if the point yi is close to the curve β, with the closeness
being measured relative to the scale σ. Let θ ∈ R3 represent
the vector of unknown parameters associated with the
hypothesis S (presence of the shape in the point cloud),
namely θ = [γ, λ, σ] . Then, define the log-likelihood
function L : R3 → R+ given by

A. Detection of a Fixed Curve
In this section we focus on detection of a shape formed
by a curve β, where β : [0, 1] → R2 is a closed, continuous
contour, with shape belonging to S. It is fixed momentarily
and is parameterized by the arc-length, i.e. kβ̇(t)k = 1 for
all t ∈ [0, 1]. This fixes the length of the curve β to be one.
1) Points belonging to β: We assume that these points
are a realization of a one-dimensional Poisson process
on the parameterized contour β. Let γ : [0, 1] → R+
be the intensity function of the Poisson process along
β; the number of points generated from any part of the
curve is a Poisson random variable with mean being
the integral of γ on that part. Let the points sampled
from β be denoted by x. The actual observations are
assumed to be noisy versions of the elements of x; the
noise is i.i.d. Gaussian with mean zero and variance
σ 2 I.
2) Points associated with clutter: This subset of observations, independent of the first subset, comes from
the clutter and we model them as realizations of a
two-dimensional PoissonR process with the intensity
λ : R2 → R≥0 . Let Λ = R2 λ(y)dy.
We simplify by assuming that both the Poisson intensities
are constant, i.e. Λ = λ and Γ = γ.

L(θ) = −γ − λ +

m
X

log(λ + γαi (σ))

(1)

i=1

and let θ̂ = argmaxθ L(θ) be the MLE of θ. With
the estimated parameters, the log-likelihood ratio becomes
R(y) ≡ −m + m log(m) − L(θ̂). The generalized likelihood
ratio test is then given by: R(y) >
< µ, where µ is a chosen
threshold.
B. Detection of a Variable Curve
So far we have assumed a fixed curve β, but of course
a shape can be present in an image at an arbitrary pose
and scale. In fact, within the same shape class one can
have curves with different shapes allowed under that class.
Therefore, β can have variable shape, position, rotation, and
scale. Let O ∈ SO(2) denote the orientation, x ∈ R2
denote its translation, and ρ ∈ R+ denote its scale. First
let β0 be a standardized curve, with a fixed shape, and
define β = ρOβ0 + x be a transformed version of that
curve. When we allow unknown transformations, the cost
function L keeps the same form, except the function αi now
depends on these other variables also, i.e. αi (σ, x, O, ρ) =
R 1 − 1 kyi −x−ρOβ0 (t)k2
1
2σ 2
dt. These additional variables
2πσ 2 0 e
are also estimated, along with θ, using maximum-likelihood
estimation. Shown in Figure 2 is an illustration of this
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gradient process: for a fixed point cloud, we estimate the
rotation O (left), translation x (middle), and scale ρ (right)
using the gradient of L.

Figure 2. Estimation of pose and scale by maximizing log-likelihood
function L.

Next, we want to account for the shape variability of
the curve β, while remaining in the same shape class S.
For the class S, we estimate a stochastic shape model
of the type described in [4] and generate many random
shapes from the model. For details, we refer the reader
to that paper. The Figure 3 (left) shows an example of
random shapes generated from a shape model for the shape
class ”runner”. Given these samples, we maximize the loglikelihood function L over each of the random samples
generated for a shape class. More specifically, these curves
substitute for β0 in the earlier optimization over L. The
maximum value is then used in performing the likelihood
ratio test.
The likelihood ratio R(y) is to be compared with a threshold µ to decide if a shape is present in the data or not. Ideally,
this threshold is dictated by the probability distributions of
R(y). In practical problems, where it is difficult to ascertain
these distributions, one uses either the asymptotic theory
or an empirical approach. Taking an empirical approach,
we estimate the probability density function of the loglikelihood ratio R(y) under the null hypothesis. We generate
hundreds of realizations of y, each using γ = 0 and a fixed
m, say 40, and compute a histogram of R(y) values. The
right panel in Figure 3 shows an example. Once we have
this histogram, we can find a value that allow a certain fixed
value, say 0.05, of probability of Type I error, and use that
value for µ.

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we describe some experimental results for
detecting shapes of interest in given images.
Simulated Point Clouds: In this case we select a random
curve from a shape class S, transform it with random
rotation, translation and scaling, select random points on it
using a homogeneous Poisson process, and add Gaussian
noise to the selected points. Then we generate clutter points
from a 2D Poisson process and mix the two set of points.
For this cloud y, we find the generalized likelihood ratio
under S and perform the hypothesis selection by comparing
it with µ. Figure 4 shows two examples of this setup. In
both cases, the data was simulated for the runner class, and
a large negative value of R(y) supports rejecting H0 .

Figure 4. R(y) = −90.4 (left) and −96 (right) strongly support H1 ,
µ = −3.8.

As the number of sampled points on the curve decreases,
or as the noise or clutter increases, the detection performance
suffers. We have performed Monte Carlo averaging to study
the performance of shape detection as a function of r = ( #
of points on the curve)/(# of clutter points) and noise std dev.
σ, and have plotted the Type II error versus these variables
for the shape class runner in Figure 5.

Figure 5.

Figure 3. Left: Random samples from a shape model for the “runner”
class. Right: A histogram of the likelihood ratio R(y) under H0 , used for
estimating the threshold µ.

Detection error versus r and σ.

Point Clouds from Real Images: Starting with an image,
we use a median filter to remove the noise and calculate
image gradients with an auto-adaptive threshold. We then
merge rectangular regions that contain objects and find
the largest one, and then obtain a binary image for the
rectangular region. Next, we obtain a thinning image for the
rectangular region and find the contour of the object. Finally,
we sample random points on the contour. An example of this
whole process is shown in Figure 6. Additional examples of
the resulting y are shown earlier in Figure 1.
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IV. C ONCLUSION

Figure 6.

Processing images into clouds.

To perform shape detection in real images, we consider
the four point clouds shown in Figure 1, and estimate
the likelihood of the 16 shape classes shown in Figure
7. Also, we manually extract the ground truth from the
images in Figure 1, and compute their likelihoods against the
corresponding cloud data. The true curves help us evaluate
the results that are presented in Table I. For the point cloud
y1 , the likelihood ratio is minimum (−64) for class 6 (cat)
and is −78 for the ground truth. Thus, the model strongly
supports the presence of a cat shape in the given data and
illustrates success of this method.

We have presented a statistical framework for detecting
shapes in cluttered point clouds and have demonstrated it
using real and simulated data. This model is based on a
composite Poisson process: one for primitives generated
from the shape and another for primitives belonging to the
background clutter. This model allows computation of a loglikelihood ratio for each class against clutter and this ratio
provides sufficient statistic for detection and classification of
shape classes.
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Figure 7.

Training shape classes.

Table I
L IKELIHOODS OF REAL DATA .
R(y)
Truth
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

y1
-78
-31
-43
-34
-35
-52
-64
-34
-51
-49
-56
-43
-57
-60
-53
-29
-22

y2
-89
-48
-32
-42
-36
-26
-25
-33
-34
-29
-26
-15
-26
-18
-25
-47
-26

y3
-65
-25
-45
-27
-33
-50
-56
-34
-39
-41
-40
-48
-48
-38
-39
-22
-25

y4
-63
-44
-21
-30
-22
-22
-18
-20
-25
-19
-21
-12
-21
-15
-26
-45
-20
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